Le Corbusier, who explained part called 'equipment that inner space is well composited' as a same position with 'five points of new architecture', construct and establishes 'equipment-type' of archiecture which its functional facilities serve as a 'machine for living' that eluded from spacial limit by partition between pillars. Built-in equipment in his villas are equipments to fit the volume of a room so that anyone can make better using of a space, transparency and hygiene environment. This appliance of the moderate and free form in the Dom-Ino, and it appears in forms of type-partition, type-independent object, type-transparent engagement and type-synthesis as integrated style. Functionally, it divides and continue the space by its difference in height and provoke the user's mouvement for the circulation. Also it orders the property of the space and introduce its existence of equipment itself. Purpose of Le Corbusier's built-in equipmentis to provide efficacy spacial for user by intergrating with the architecture and also functioned well as itself.
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